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Our mission
350Vermont organizes, educates, and supports people in 

Vermont to work together for climate justice – resisting fossil 
fuels, building momentum for alternatives, and transforming 
our communities toward justice and resilience.

Training for social 
action trainers
We hosted a bilingual facilitation 
training with Training for Change 
and Migrant Justice   

People’s Climate: 
Montpelier
Co-organized with partner groups, 
over 4,000 people in attendance!

Dallas Goldtooth
We cosponsored a speaking event 
at Champlain College with Dallas 
Goldtooth from Indigenous Envi-
ronmental Network.

Core values
In 2017, as part of 

our capacity building, 
350Vermont worked on 
our core values (and it’s still 
in progress!):



NVDA training

Reimagine. Reform. Recreate. Resist.

It is a snowy March morning, as I write, and my heart is grateful. Not just because the snow feels 
normal and right, but because we are glowing from the huge success of Town Meeting Day with 
35 towns passing climate solutions resolutions! In every town that it was on the ballot or agenda, it 
passed! This is remarkable, and I doubt that it would have been possible even just a few years ago. I 
believe this was possible because we invested in movement-building, especially over the last year. 
I believe it’s because we prioritize organizing for the long-haul. What does this look like? Genuine 
relationship-building, trainings and leadership development, diverse and well-distributed financial 
resources, intersectionality and a focus on root causes of oppression - to name a few. I hope you’ll 
find inspiration and pride in these pages. I know that I do! - Maeve

We invited guest trainers to our An-
nual Convergence, where they led a 
nonviolent direct action training.

ResisDance
We held a dance party to celebrate 
the organizers in Southern Vermont 
and groove with our community.

Forms of 
changemaking
Created by Spirit in Action, the 
“4Rs” are part of our day to day 
work, trainings, and campaigns. 



Your support has allowed us to organize bold actions of 
resistance, build a broader and more organized climate 
movement, and transform individuals into activists and 
activists into organizers. 

Campaigns & Programs

Extreme Energy “As an organization dedicated to reducing suffering, treating others with 
compassion and serving the world, we enthusiastically reject the policies 
of TD Bank. We are unwilling to support an institution that invests in fossil 
fuel projects that put Vermonters at risk of spills and threaten the future 
of our shared climate.” - Rose Phillips, Center for Mindful Learning

In October, Vermonters joined actions 
all over the globe to protest banks, like TD 
Bank, that are funding climate disaster. 
Mazaska Talks called on indigenous peo-
ple and allies everywhere to join a mass 
day of action to promote global divest-
ment. Organizers in 6 VT towns hosted 
non-violent actions at TD Bank branches, 
encouraging customers to close accounts 
and, ultimately, for TD Bank to divest fund-
ing from any fossil fuel projects. 
Additionally, key leaders from the 
Stop the Fracked Gas Pipeline campiagn 
continue to build a legal case against 
Vermont Gas. We will continue to speak 
out about the pipeline and hold Vermont 
Gas accountable for its environmental 
and economic impacts on our communi-
ties. Phase 1 went forward, but the other 
phases of this fossil fuel expansion are 
either cancelled or tabled.



Re)generate New Solutions “We’re nowhere near achieving the type of (greenhouse 
gas) reductions we need to reach our goals.” -Jeff Merrell, 
VT DEC’s air quality planning section chief

Despite the state’s goal to power Vermont 
with 90% renewables by 2050, we are far 
from meeting it. Our Re)Solutions campaign 
is demonstrating the demand for local solu-
tions and is a first step in a new multi-year 

campaign, Re)Generate New Solutions: 
Building Momentum for Alternatives. Doz-
ens of towns pursued resolutions for Town 
Meeting Day in 2018. Solutions are available, 
and transitioning off fossil fuel is ours if we 
want it. By creating and sharing a vision for 
a transition that is fair and equitable for all 
in Vermont, 350VT is confronting the depen-
dency on fossil fuels and the assumption 
of endless power. Advocates are organiz-
ing and supporting grassroots solutions in 
neighborhoods, communities, and towns. 
Together, we can remove the barriers to 
progress. We can nurture and spread Ver-
mont’s unique innovations and home-grown 
solutions, remaking our lives and livelihoods 
in right relation with the land, the water, and 
each other.

Mother Up! “I am so grateful to have found this community and for the work the organizers 
are doing to give parents an avenue for active involvement in important climate 
justice related issues.” - Carly Reitsma, member of Brattleboro Mother Up!

Mother Up! Families Rise Up for Climate 
Action program continues to grow. Mother 
Up! is building locally-based parent networks 
across the state in response to many parents’ 
feelings of deep despair about the climate 

crisis. Through Mother Up!, parents not 
only take climate action, but also become 
leaders in the climate movement. Coming 
together over a homemade meal at month-
ly meet-ups in Brattleboro, Burlington, and 
Montpelier, families learn about the under-
pinnings of the climate crisis, build relation-
ships, share stories and concerns about the 
climate, and engage in meaningful actions. 
In addition, our active Facebook group has 
700 members. Mother Up! recently orga-
nized their second advocacy day at the State 
House on February 15th, which included a 
presentation of personal testimonials to the 
Climate Solutions Caucus.
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We take pride in fostering new 
leaders in our movement. 350VT has 
mentored dozens of interns who 
have gone on to be young leaders 
in political campaigns, international 
advocacy, and other climate and 
social justice groups. In 2017, 41 people completed 
our 2-day organizer leadership training, now called 
Building Ground, and several have gone on to take 
leadership roles at 350VT. Participants have described 
the training as “inspiring” and “empowering.”  In 
November, we invited Linda Capato and Sam Corbin 
to lead a NVDA training with 40+ participants. In 
October, we partnered with Migrant Justice to offer 
activists in our community the 
chance to gain new facilitation skills 
with Training for Change.

A Leaderful Movement

new node in 
Manchester

10
interns & 
fellows

172
new 

volunteers

new donors

2994
joined the 

350VT network

In the Past  
Year...

Interns Dia and Jillian help out at our 
office warming party in December. 
We offer paid summer internships 
and work study positions for stu-
dents. Frequently, we collaborate 
with service learning classes. 

Combine thespians and climate change to get Cli-
mate Change Theater Action, participatory theater 
at Main Street Landing in Burlington, November. 

310

trainees
277



Profile: Phoebe Gooding
350Brattleboro & Facilitation Team

Phoebe is a key part of our facilitation team, and is a member 

and co-founder of 350Brattleboro. Phoebe has worked as the 

Brattleboro Energy Coordinator and is a board member of The 

Root Social Justice Center. She is a parent-activist, organizer, 

and visionary.

Katherine Quaid: How did you first get involved with 350Vermont? How has your 
relationship with 350Vermont evolved over time?

Phoebe Gooding: Participating in the building ground training in June 2016 was 
my first experience with 350Vermont. I got a scholarship, which made it affordable for me. 
Since then I co-founded the 350Brattleboro node and have led several other trainings and 
workshops with 350VT.

Currently I am part of the design and facilitation team for the redevelopment of a racial 
justice workshop that outlines the intersections of racial justice in the climate movement. 
What’s important for me is highlighting the just transition as an imperative part of the work 
we do and it’s why I got involved in 350VT. If we’re calling ourselves a justice organization 
we have to be talking about racial justice, power, and equity and how to shift the imbalanc-
es. I’m motivated to keep that in the foreground of the climate movement and be able to 
connect the dots between climate change and social injustices that are happening around 
the world. 

KQ: What continues to inspire and motivate you to act for climate justice?
PG: I’m totally motivated to act for the future of my own children and I’m continually 

inspired by the youth in this country, and around the world, that are making headlines. 
They’re not going to be silenced; they are going to be heard and doing what it takes to seek 
reparations for the injustices that they are being exposed to. I am so inspired by the youth. I 
will hear a story or something about what a youth group is doing and I’m like “yeah, let’s go 
kids!” and, like, literally to my kids, “let’s go – we’re going to that march tomorrow.”

KQ: Which of the 4R’s – Resist, Reform, Reimagine, Recreate – Are you most drawn to? 
PG: So, which “R” are you? [laughs] By nature, my rebelliousness leads me to be a resister. 

First, I would say resisting and then, my evolution has come to reimagining. I am naturally a 
dreamer, thinker. I have new ideas all the time and fortunately my partner, Hector, supports 
my many ideas. So, I just have this vision for a new and different way of life. I’m a dreamer 
and I refuse to let anyone try to tether me or tell me that I’m not realistic or try to discour-
age me and say something is impossible. I’m at a place right now in my life where I have big 
visions for the future and I’m going to follow those dreams to reality—put my energy into 
action, and use my privilege for good. 



Financial Information
A financial overview from our last three years...

Note: Budget categories were slightly reorganized in 2017. 



Staff: Abby Mnookin*•+1, Geraldine Vatan-Jackson•, Jaiel Pulskamp*+, Jen Lazar+•, Katherine Quaid+•, Lily Jacobson, Maeve 
McBride+•

Board members: Alex Messinger, Arthur Hynes, Brian Tokar*, Brittany Dunn, Charlie Megeso, David Bardaglio, Dylan Cullen, KC 
Whiteley, Nancy Braus*, Patrick Flood*, Puja Gupta Senning, (Term ended in ‘17: Kathy Blume, Kirsten Wilson, Mari Cordes)

Node leaders: Amanda Whiting, Annie Dolivo*, Barbara True-Weber*, Bob Atchinson*, Bob Bady, Brynne Martin*, Daniel Quipp*+, 
Gregory Wilson, Jan Waterman*,  Jane Pekol*,  Jen Lalor*, Jesse Scarlato+, Laura Nace*, John Dunham*, Laura Simon*, Marsh Hudson-
Knapp*•, Natalee Braun* •, Ned Swanberg*, Phoebe Gooding+, Rebecca Dalgin, Rick Barstow*

Interns: Abby Rampone •, Alex Ortiz •, Ally Behn •, Ashley Bolger, Dia Brown, Jillian Scannel, Julie Elfin, Hannah Chodosh, Phoebe 
Sampson, Rachel Bowanko, Sara Meotti, Tatum Duba

Facilitators: all +’s and Aly Johnson-Kurts, Andy Sebranek, Trisha Denton.
Artists & creatives: Arthur Blackhawk, Arthur Hynes, Cindy Hudson-Knapp •, Daniel Shearer •, Jim Mendell, Katie McCurdy, 

Kristian Brevik, Mark Benton*
R)esolutions leaders: all *’s and Abbey Lamay, Anna Kehler, Ann Zimmerman, Becky Gould, Bob Walker, Bobbie Carnwath, 

Brian Forrest, Callie Brynn, Carl Bucholt, Carl Etnier, Cat Duffy Buxton, Catie G. Berg, Darlene Palola, Dell Waterhouse, Dinah Yessne, Doug 
Grandt, Eliza Price, Erika Korb, Fearn Lickfield, Fhar Miess, Geoffrey Gardner, Jack Hanson, Jane Alper, Jane & Nate Palmer, Jared Buker, Jean 
Freebern, Jennifer Vyhnak, John Echternach, John Fago, Jill Neitlich, Jill Wilcox, Jillian Joyce, Judie Englander, Kit Whallon, Letitia Scordino, 
Lin Leapshi, Lissa Schneckenburger, Loretta Murphy, Marcy Kass, Marilyn Bush, Marina Meerburg, Marisa Keller, Mary Alice Bisbee, Mary 
Martin, Michael Bosworth, Michael & Nancy Gore, Michael Kiess, Nancy Detra, Natasha Diamondstone, Olivia Thompson, Patty Heather-
Lea, Phyl Harmon, Rachel Glickman, Rich Phillips, Robin MacArthur, Sally Burrell, Stuart Blood, Susan Mahony, Tii Mclane, Todd Tyson, 
Trinity Delano, William Thwing, Yves Gonnet

Gratitude team: Ashley Bolger, Barbie Alsop, Dia Brown, Laura Nace*
Movement chefs: all •’s and Laura Stamas, Megan Favreau, Melanie Peyser, Nancy Baker, Rachel Schek

1 People with *, +, or  • have multiple roles. 

Gratitudes
We are people powered. We are grateful for everyone’s contributions. 



Future
“The technology we need 

most badly is the technology of 
community, the knowledge about 
how to cooperate to get things done.”                     
- Bill McKibben

In 2017,  the “4Rs” became part of our 

DNA, helping describe our work and roles of 

changemakers in this movement. In 2018, we will:  

Recreate: Generating new systems. Our Re)

generate New Solutions campaign will build 

off the success of 2017 and Town Meeting Day. 

We have big plans for more waves of climate 

solutions resolutions in November and 2019. 

And resolutions are just the starting point. Our 

intention is to work with local communities to 

create bold plans for transition, and remove the 

obstacles for change, whether financial, political, 

or social. We recognize there is a wide spectrum 

of beliefs about a renewable, post-industrial, low-

carbon world and that the only way forward is 

working together, in community. 

Reform: Working within the current system. We 

will continue to work on state policy to pass 

carbon pricing legislation and a ban on fossil fuel 

infrastructure. Our focus is on citizen lobbying, 

and we will continue to be a bridge between 

the grassroots and the policy wonks under the 

golden dome. 

Reimagine: Conceptualizing new systems.

We imagine a future where 350VT is a healthy 

part of an intersectional and thriving climate 

justice movement - listening, working in full 

partnership/sisterhood/solidarity with frontline 

communities, leveraging our privileges to 

dis-mantle oppressive forces, offering refuge,  

and building new ways of co-existing on this 

planet. We believe practicing nonviolence as 

individuals and  in 350VT  will help us achieve 

that future. This year, we begin a 7-week study 

series on nonviolence and direct action, and 

we take our “How are racial justice and climate 

justice connected?” workshop on the road. Our 

leadership trainings will continue as well.

Resist: Confronting the current system. Resistance 

to the fossil fuel industry require nimbleness, 

and we remain ready and vigilant. Over 200 

Vermonters have signed the Promise to 

Protect, pledging to travel to Nebraska should 

construction of the Keystone XL pipeline 

begin. September of 2018 will bring the Global 

Climate Action Summit to San Francisco. At this 

movement moment, we will put a spotlight on 

the inadequacies of our local government with 

globally coordination actions. Finally, we are 

building a base of resistance in Rutland County 

should Phase 3 of the natural gas pipeline 

attempt to resurrect itself.  



Over 500 Vermonters attended 
the People’s Climate March in 

Washington DC. 
Photo credit: Arthur Hynes 

Photoshop credit: Kristian Brevik 

During our summer pop-up tour 
we held community dinners in each 

location. Here staff and organizers 
meet up in Bennington to share 

food, stories, and community.

 Building Ground participants end 
the two-day leadership retreat with 

a group photo out in the sun!



www.350vermont.org

22 Church St.
Suite 307

Burlington, VT 05401

ph: 802.444.0350
skype: @vermont350

organizers@350vt.org

Follow us on Facebook, 
Twitter, & Instagram


